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Abstract

Purpose Pupillometry is a technique for objective

quantification of nociception that takes into account the

central processing of noxious stimuli and its sympathetic

response. This narrative review provides an overview of

the physiology of the pupil, the principles of pupillometry,

and its potential application in the perioperative

environment, especially in nociception monitoring and

quantifying responses to opioids.

Source Relevant articles, including reports of original

investigation, review articles, and meta-analyses were

identified from searches of PubMed and Google Scholar

databases. Articles that described pupillary physiology and

pupillometry, along with original research reports of the

application of pupillometry in perioperative and critical

care environment were used to synthesize a narrative

review.

Principal findings Pupillometry is emerging as an

objective measure of nociception, especially in patients

under general anesthesia, children, non-verbal patients,

and critically ill patients who cannot effectively

communicate ongoing pain. Portable automated

pupillometers have made accurate quantification of

pupillary reflexes, including light reflex and dilatation

reflex, possible. This technique has been successfully

studied in the perioperative setting for a number of

applications, including quantification of nociception,

response to analgesia, and assessing efficacy of regional

blocks. Pupillary oscillations have shown promise in

assessing central opioid effects. Pupillometers can also

accurately quantify light reflexes during the neurologic

evaluation of critically ill patients.

Conclusions Pupillometry is an easy to use non-invasive

bedside technique to quantify nociception and monitor

opioid effects. It has the potential to personalize pain

management in perioperative and intensive care unit

environments. Additional studies are needed to further

understand the utility of pupillometry in this context.

Résumé

Objectif La pupillométrie est une technique de

quantification objective de la nociception qui tient

compte de l’intégration centrale des stimuli douloureux

et de la réponse sympathique de la pupille. Cette revue

narrative donne un aperçu de la physiologie de la pupille,

des principes de la pupillométrie et de son application

potentielle dans le contexte périopératoire, en particulier

dans le monitorage de la nociception et la quantification

des réponses aux opioı̈des.

Source Les articles pertinents, comprenant les comptes

rendus de recherche originale, les articles de synthèse et

les méta-analyses, ont été identifiés à partir de recherches

dans les bases de données PubMed et Google Scholar. Les

articles décrivant la physiologie de la pupille et la

pupillométrie, ainsi que des comptes rendus de recherche

originale portant sur l’application de la pupillométrie dans

le contexte périopératoire et des soins intensifs, ont été

utilisés pour synthétiser un compte rendu narratif.

Constatations principales La pupillométrie est une

modalité émergente en tant que mesure objective de la

nociception, en particulier chez les patients sous anesthésie

générale, les patients pédiatriques, les patients qui ne

parlent pas et les patients en état critique qui ne peuvent

pas communiquer de façon efficace leur douleur. Les

pupillomètres automatisés portatifs ont rendu possible la
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quantification précise des réflexes pupillaires, y compris du

réflexe photomoteur et du réflexe de dilatation. Cette

technique a été étudiée avec succès dans le cadre

périopératoire pour plusieurs applications, y compris la

quantification de la nociception, la réponse à l’analgésie et

l’évaluation de l’efficacité des blocs régionaux. Les

oscillations pupillaires se sont montrées prometteuses

pour l’évaluation des effets centraux des opioı̈des. Les

pupillomètres peuvent également quantifier avec précision

les réflexes photomoteurs lors de l’évaluation neurologique

des patients en état critique.

Conclusion La pupillométrie est une technique au chevet

non invasive facile à utiliser pour quantifier la nociception

et surveiller les effets des opioı̈des. Cette technique

pourrait permettre de personnaliser la prise en charge de

la douleur dans les environnements périopératoires et de

soins intensifs. D’autres études sont nécessaires pour

mieux comprendre l’utilité de la pupillométrie dans ce

contexte.

Keywords pupillometer � quantitative pupillometry �
pain monitor � pupillary reflex dilatation

Despite numerous advancements in perioperative

medicine, pain management continues to be a challenging

perioperative issue with approximately 20-80% of surgical

patients reporting moderate to severe pain.1,2 It is

especially difficult to assess nociception under anesthesia,

and pain postoperatively in children or in patients who are

non-verbal. Pain is a highly subjective sensation, so

methods to quantify pain, such as the visual analogue

scale (VAS) and numerical rating scale (NRS), are

similarly subjective. These scales may be inaccurate and

challenging to use in children, elderly patients with

cognitive decline, unconscious critically ill patients, and

in patients recovering from general anesthesia (GA).

Nociception represents the neural correlate of pain,

leading to autonomic responses such as tachycardia,

hypertension, pupillary dilatation, sweating, and tearing.

Therefore, these autonomic responses can potentially be

used as surrogate measures to quantify nociception and

response to analgesic therapy. Methods such as measuring

heart rate variability, skin conductance, and pupillary

dilatation and electroencephalograhy (EEG) have been

tested to quantify intraoperative nociception.3 The

analgesia nociception index (ANI) is based on heart rate

variability.4 Multi-parameter indices have also been

described for assessment of intraoperative nociception.

These include surgical pleth index (based on heart beat

interval and pulse wave amplitude)5 and the nociception

level index (which is a composite based on heart rate, heart

rate variability, photoplethysmograph wave amplitude, skin

conductance, skin conductance fluctuations, and their time

derivatives).6 A review by Ledowski describes the

nociception monitoring technologies that are currently

commercially available.3

This present review focuses on pupillary evaluation for

assessment of nociception and its effects on analgesic

therapy. The eyes have long been a subject of special

interest in medicine. Some ancient sources have called the

eyes ‘‘the window to the soul’’. Nevertheless, the un-aided

visual assessment of pupillary responses is often inaccurate

and subject to inter-observer variability. The availability of

quantitative pupillometers (see Fig. 1 and eVideo in the

Electronic Supplementary Material) that can be used at the

bedside has made accurate measurement of various

pupillary parameters possible and increasingly more

adaptable clinically. In an era of precision medicine, the

ability to accurately quantify pupillary dynamics is a

potentially powerful innovation. This narrative review

provides an overview of pupillary physiology and

summarizes the literature on the application of

pupillometry in perioperative medicine and the intensive

care unit (ICU), with special emphasis on nociception

monitoring.

Search methods

Articles for this review were identified from a search of

PubMed and Google Scholar using the keywords of

‘‘pupillometry’’, ‘‘pupillary reflex’’, ‘‘pupillary response’’,

Fig. 1 The PLR-3000TM pupillometer (Neuroptics, Inc., Laguna

Hills, CA, USA).
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‘‘anesthesia’’, ‘‘analgesia’’, ‘‘opioid’’, ‘‘pain’’,

‘‘nociception’’. All studies where pupillometry was used

in the context of monitoring pain, nociception,

antinociception, and opioid effect were chosen. Only

references with at least an abstract in English were

chosen. Additional articles were identified using hand

searches of references from the retrieved articles.

Physiology

The pupil is the central aperture in the iris and its diameter

is determined by the contraction of two antagonizing

smooth muscle groups. The circular sphincteric muscle,

which keeps the pupil constricted and forms the

predominant iris musculature, receives parasympathetic

innervation through the oculomotor nerve (cranial nerve

[CN] III) and short ciliary nerves via the muscarinic

receptors. The radial muscle dilates the pupil and is

sympathetically innervated by long ciliary nerves from the

cervical sympathetic ganglion via the a1 adrenergic

receptors.7 This radial smooth muscle is comparatively

weaker than the circular muscle, and as a result, the

baseline natural tendency of the pupil is to remain

constricted, unless sympathetic activity/blockade of

pupilloconstrictor neurons cause dilatation.

Ophthalmological significance is in determining the cause

of anisocoria.8 Innervation of iris smooth muscles and

neural pathways mediating pupillary reflexes are depicted

in Fig. 2.7

Pupillary light reflex (PLR)

The PLR consists of pupillary constriction in response to

light—either directly or consenually from stimulation of

the opposite pupil.7 The un-aided human eye can readily

appreciate this pupillary constriction. Afferent input from

the retina passes through the optic nerve (CN II) and is

integrated in the Edinger–Westphal (EW) nucleus of the

midbrain. The parasympathetic efferent signals travel

through the oculomotor nerve (CN III). Post-ganglionic

nerves reach the sphincter pupillae through the short ciliary

nerves, causing pupillary constriction. There are two

cholinergic nerve endings in the pupilloconstrictor

pathway, with the first being the synapse at the ciliary

ganglion. This contains Nn nicotinic receptors and can be

blocked by ganglion blockers such as hexamethonium.8

The second neuromuscular junction at the pupillary

sphincter smooth muscle contains muscarinic receptors

that can be blocked by atropine.8 Since the constriction

phase of PLR is completely under parasympathetic control,

measures of constriction are considered robust parameters

to detect parasympathetic dysfunction and evaluate the

integrity of CNs II and III

Pupillary reflex dilatation (PRD)

Pupillary dilatation occurs during the recovery phase of

PLR, dark adaptation, and in response to an alerting

stimulus (which includes response to pain).8 Pupillary

dilatation is predominantly driven by the sympathetic

Fig. 2 Parasympathetic and sympathetic supply of iris muscles. The

parasympathetic innervation of the pupil sphincter via the oculomotor

nerve and short ciliary nerve is shown on the left. This is inhibited by

central supranuclear inhibition of Edinger–Westphal (EW) nuclei via

a2-adrenergic receptor activation, resulting in relaxation of the pupil

sphincter muscle. Opioids inhibit the central inhibitory neurons of the

EW nucleus, resulting in pupillary constriction. The sympathetic

innervation of the pupillary dilator through the long ciliary nerve is

shown on the right. This figure was modified from ‘‘Eyeing up the

future of the pupillary light reflex in neurodiagnostics’’; Diagnostics,

by Hall et al.,7 licensed under CC BY (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/))
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nervous system, as the pupillary dilators receive

sympathetic innervation.7 The first-order neurons from

the hypothalamus descend down the spinal cord to synapse

with the second-order (pre-ganglionic) neurons at C8-T1.

These second-order neurons relay signals to the post-

ganglionic long ciliary nerves at the cervical sympathetic

ganglion. The first- and second-order neurons are

cholinergic. The long ciliary nerves release noradrenaline

at the neuromuscular junction of pupillary dilator muscles,

acting on a1 receptors to cause active pupillary dilatation.7

Passive dilatation is one of two mechanisms

contributing to PRD, the other being sympathetic

mediated active dilatation. Passive dilatation of the pupil

results from supranuclear inhibition of the EW nucleus

causing relaxation of the sphincter pupillae. The a2

adrenergic neurons from the brainstem reticular

activating system inhibit pre-ganglionic neurons in the

EW nucleus.7 Horner syndrome, seen after cervical

sympathectomy, results from unopposed parasympathetic

activation of iris and hence miosis.8 The contribution of the

humoral sympathetic response in PRD has also been

investigated, with blood catecholamine levels in response

to surgical stress or pain and vasopressor infusions have

shown to be inadequate in eliciting a measurable PRD.9

Nevertheless, pheochromocytoma—a condition that can

produce very high blood catecholamine levels—was shown

to cause pupillary dilatation.10 Quantitative measurement

of PRD is of growing interest as it could be used as a tool to

quantify pain. The PRD is evoked in response to a noxious

stimulus and the reflex fades in patients with steady

unrelenting pain. Therefore, a standardized noxious

stimulus (usually a tetanic stimulus using a skin

electrode) is applied to elicit and measure PRD.11

As PRD is a result of a complex interaction between

spinal sympathetic and supraspinal pathways, it can be

influenced by a number of intrinsic and environmental

factors. This is elaborately reviewed by Loewenfeld.12 The

EW neurons have a resting tone and fire continuously,

activating the parasympathetic pupillo-constrictors.8

Inhibitory inputs to the EW nucleus come from neurons

in the midbrain, posterior hypothalamus, and the reticular

activating system, arising from stimuli such as arousal or

pain.7,8 Pain concurrently increases the sympathetic

activity; therefore, PRD is elicited through both

sympathetic activation and central inhibition of the EW

nucleus. The relative contribution of these two components

varies depending on the state of awareness of the

individual. In a normal awake individual, the spinal

sympathetic pupillo-dilator pathway plays a major role,

as indicated by the absence of PRD after topical a1

blockade.9 Nevertheless, in the anesthetized patient, a

robust PRD is found even after sympathetic block,13

denoting the role played by the supraspinal pathways. An

intact supraspinal component can bring about a PRD

without active sympathetic pupillodilatation, but the

reverse does not occur. In a study of brain dead organ

donors, PRD could not be elicited in individuals with an

intact sympathetic response to pain but no brain stem

function.9

Other animal species show widely variable

neurophysiology behind pupillary reflexes; therefore,

results from animal studies may not translate to humans.

There is a strong humoral component of the reflex in some

animals that is not found in humans.8 Central a2 receptors

play a prominent role in afferent and efferent pathways of

PRD in animals.14 The role played by non-adrenergic, non-

cholinergic neural pathways in PRD remain to be

determined.15

Pupillary oscillations

The pupil undergoes sustained physiologic oscillation with

a frequency of 0.2 Hz, varying in diameter by 1-2 mm.16

This phenomenon of pupillary unrest, also known as

pupillary hippus, remains prominent during a mentally

relaxed state and disappears with mental activity. While

hippus might introduce potential errors into the pupillary

readings, it could be easily prevented by repeated

measurements over a period of time. Pupillary unrest

happens both in darkness and ambient light. Patterns of

change in pupillary unrest have been evaluated in assessing

nociception and central opioid effects.

Pupillometry

PLR may be characterized as ‘‘normal, brisk, or sluggish’’,

which is subjective and inaccurate. Visual assessment of

PRD is also problematic, as PRD has a longer latency and

duration than PLR does.17 Objective quantification of these

reflexes can be made with pupillometers—i.e., hand-held,

non-invasive devices used to accurately quantify pupillary

reflexes. The acquired images are plotted as a function of

time, and the results processed to provide pupillary

parameters and indices. These portable pupillometers use

infrared rays to create an iris/pupil image and measure the

pupillary size in millimetres down to the hundredth

place.18,19 Using visible light would elicit a PLR;

therefore, the PRD measurement uses infrared rays to

avoid confounding.8

The pupillometer provides several PLR parameters

including latency, maximum constriction amplitude

(MCA), pupillary light reflex amplitude (PLRA),

constriction velocity (CV), and dilatation velocity

(DV).18 Latency is the duration between light exposure

and the onset of pupillary constriction, measured in
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seconds and accurate to the hundredth. The MCA is the

difference between the initial and final pupillary diameters.

Dividing this value by the duration of constriction gives the

CV (mm�sec-1). The DV is obtained in a similar way.

Pupillary light reflex amplitude is expressed as a

percentage of pupil size change from baseline in response

to light. The neurologic pupillary index (NPi) is derived

from latency, CV, and DV using proprietary algorithms.18

It is a dimensionless number between 0 and 5 to grade the

robustness of PLR. Used in critically ill patients to evaluate

brain function, values [ 3 are considered normal and 0

indicates no PLR.18,20 Phases of PLR and the associated

pupillometry measures are depicted in Fig. 3. Lussier et al.

reported normal ranges of PLR parameters in more than

2,100 individuals admitted to the neuro-critical care unit.18

Individuals with normal/near normal levels of Glasgow

coma scale (GCS) (13-15) had a NPi of 4.3, pupillary size

of 3.2 mm, latency of 0.3 sec, CV of 2 mm�sec-1, and DV

of 0.6 mm�sec-1. The PLR is being widely used in

neurologic evaluation of critically ill patients with

traumatic brain injury, stroke, post-cardiac arrest, and

intoxication, and in diagnosis of brain death.21 The PLRA

has been shown to significantly increase in response to

noxious stimulus, although evidence is weak and

application of PLR in this context is not as common as

PRD.11

The PRD is measured by administration of a

standardized cutaneous tetanic pain stimulus. Usually the

stimulus is at 100 Hz with an amplitude of 40-60 mA,

synchronized with pupillary measurement.22 The duration

of the stimulus used is variable among studies, ranging

from one to ten seconds.22-24 This technique is used to

obtain amplitude, latency, and duration of PRD. A PRD

amplitude [ 30% has been associated with systemic

manifestations of tachycardia and hypertension.25 In

many studies, a PRD amplitude between 13% and 25% is

usually chosen as a threshold large enough to signify

pupillary response to noxious stimulus, without the

associated systemic response.26,27 Instead of using a pre-

defined stimulus of 40-60 mA, some researchers use a

100-Hz electrical stimulus, with stepwise increments of 10

mA every second, starting from 10 mA up to 60 mA.22

Once the PRD amplitude reaches C 13%, the stimulus is

stopped from increasing further. The amplitude and the

electrical intensity are used to determine the pain pupillary

index (PPi). The PPi is a dimensionless number between 1

and 9 used to quantify nociception—the greater the

electrical intensity required to elicit a pupil dilatation C

13%, the lower the PPi and nociception (Table 1).22,28 The

latency of PRD is approximately 0.8 sec and the duration

may last up to several minutes after a tetanic stimulus.17

Pupillary reflex dilatation amplitude and PPi are usually

used as the surrogate autonomic markers to quantify

nociception and the effect of analgesic interventions in

anesthetized or unconscious patients.

Pupillary unrest under ambient light (PUAL) is

measured using infrared pupillometry for a duration of 16

sec. The data are Fourier transformed and after artefacts are

removed, the area under the curve gives the PUAL.29 It

comprises the sum of oscillatory amplitudes between 0.3

and 3 Hz frequencies.30 The mean (standard deviation)

PUAL from a total of 4,589 separate measurements from

over 1,000 individuals has been reported by McKay et al.

to be 0.246 (0.125).30 The variation coefficient of pupillary

diameter (VCPD) is another method used to quantify

pupillary oscillations. Oscillations are recorded for a

duration of ten seconds and VCPD is calculated as the

median deviation divided by the median.31

Factors influencing pupillary reflexes

Pupillary size

Many factors influence measurement of the PRD; the most

important factor being the resting size of the pupil. Most

other factors indirectly affect the pupillary reflexes by

influencing the pupillary resting size. The iris muscles have

a large dynamic range (corresponding to a pupillary

diameter [PD] between 2 and 7 mm) during which their

CV is maximal.32 A mid-position pupil is approximately 4

Fig. 3 Phases of pupillary light reflex and the corresponding

pupillometry measures. Latency is the time elapsed from the light

stimulus to the beginning of constriction. This is followed by a phase

of maximum constriction which is further followed by a slow

dilatation phase called the pupil escape (during a continuous light

stimulus). The maximal and average slopes of the constriction phase

provide the maximal and average constriction velocities, respectively.

Similarly the slope of the dilation phase provide dilation velocity.

These denote the change in pupillary diameter per unit time. The

baseline diameter is denoted as maximum aperture,and the trough

provides the minimum aperture.
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mm (range 3-5 mm), and anything\ 2 mm is appreciated

by the naked eye as a ‘‘pin-point’’ pupil.

Ambient light

The next most important factor influencing PRD is ambient

light, as it causes pupillary constriction and alters retinal

sensitivity.8 Therefore, infrared light is used for pupillary

measurements in pupillometers. Portable pupillometers

also come with an opaque cup used to cover the

measured eye for a few seconds before a reading to

exclude any influence of ambient light. The contralateral

eye is manually covered from light to prevent the

consensual light reflex. Though complete exclusion of

ambient light may not be possible, it is best to ensure the

same amount of ambient light during each pupillometric

measurement.

Effect of drugs

Drugs play an important role in modifying pupillary

reflexes. Opioids, the most widely studied group of drugs

in this context, cause miosis through the central

disinhibition of EW neurons.33 Opioids have different

effects on PLR and PRD. With respect to PLR, opioids do

not alter PLRA or CV when the values are normalized to

the resting size of the constricted pupil.32,34 A measurable

PLR has been shown with hypoxia and hypercarbia in the

setting of opioid-induced respiratory depression; this is a

result of the associated sympathetic stimulation.32

Conversely, opioids at analgesic doses reduce the PRD

amplitude in response to standardized noxious stimuli.34

This has practical applications in assessing analgesia levels

and titrating opioid doses, especially in non-

communicative patients. Opioids reduce the PUAL via an

unknown mechanism. Opioid-induced PUAL reduction

was proportionately greater than opioid-induced miosis.35

Inhalational and intravenous anesthetics do not typically

depress PRD.11,27,36 Propofol and inhalational anesthetics

do decrease PLRA, independent of the baseline pupillary

size.37,38 General anesthesia and propofol sedation have

been shown to suppress pupillary unrest.39

Anti-emetics used intraoperatively—especially

dopamine D2 receptor blockers such as droperidol and

metoclopramide—have been shown to significantly depress

PRD, signifying the role played by central dopaminergic

pathways in the reflex. A similar decrease is not seen with

ondansetron.15 Neuromuscular blockers do not affect

PRD.40 Anticholinesterase drugs such as neostigmine

used for reversal of neuromuscular blockade were found

to have no significant effect on pupil size when

administered with atropine.41 Nevertheless, another study

found that neostigmine reduced the mydriatic effect of

intravenous atropine or glycopyrrolate.42 The effects of

reversal agents on pupillary reflexes remain unclear.

Other factors

Age-induced miosis alters pupillary reflexes secondary to a

decrease in resting pupillary size.12 Factors such as skin

tone, eye colour, and subject cooperation can also influence

pupillary reflexes.18,43 A number of pathological conditions

such as Horner syndrome, Argyll-Robertson pupil (absent

light reflex, with normal accommodation reflex), Adie’s

pupil (sluggish constriction to light and tonic constriction

with slow re-dilation), midbrain/pontine lesions, and

pupillary adhesions secondary to uveitis/endophthalmitis

can potentially impair pupillary reflexes.8 Baseline

pupillometry prior to anesthesia should be performed to

exclude these conditions and avoid misinterpretation.

Pupillometry in anesthesia

Guedel historically described pupil size as a factor to define

the stages of ether anesthesia, with the beginning of

pupillary dilatation indicating an adequate depth for

surgery.44 Modern anesthetic agents do not produce

significant pupillary dilatation at usual doses.45 They

generally produce the opposite, with this miosis

associated with inhalational anesthetics likely being due

to suppression of inhibitory influences over the EW

nucleus.

Inhalational anesthetics do not depress PRD in response

to pain.11 Similarly, a total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA)

with propofol has no effect on PRD.36 It has been shown

that patients with propofol TIVA had a brisk PRD, but still

TABLE 1 Correlation between the intensity of electric stimulus and

pupillary pain index (PPi)

Electrical intensity (mA) to increase pupil
size by ‡ 13% to baseline

Corresponding
PPi score

10 9

20 8

30 7

40 6

50 5

60 4

60 3

60 2

Pupil size increasing less of 5% 1

Tetanic stimulation (100 Hz) is increased in stepwise increments of

10 mA every second. The pupillary pain index score of 4, 3, and 2

corresponds to the duration of 60-mA electrical stimulation of one,

two, or three seconds, respectively. Data derived fromVinclair et al.22
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did not move in response to a surgical skin stimulus.

Nevertheless, opioids have been shown to produce a dose-

related depression of PRD in response to noxious stimuli.34

In a study using TIVA with propofol and remifentanil,

suppression of PRD was found to correlate with absence of

movement with skin incision.46 Another study in children

anesthetized with sevoflurane showed a rapid increase in

PD upon skin incision, with alfentanil injection promptly

restoring the PD to baseline values.25 Pupillary diameter

was a more sensitive measure of noxious stimulus in this

study than heart rate, arterial blood pressure, or bispectral

index (BIS) monitoring. Furthermore, hemodynamic

monitoring, EEG, and BIS monitoring were found to

have a longer latency compared with PRD.25 In a study that

evaluated pain scores and PRD in response to an electrical

pain stimulus with varying concentrations of nitrous oxide,

PRD correlated well with the pain signal intensity and the

corresponding VAS scores.47 It also decreased in response

to increasing nitrous oxide concentration corresponding to

decreased nociception. The authors concluded that PRD

may be a useful indicator for the central processing of

noxious stimuli and the effects of analgesic intervention.47

Table 2 summarizes the studies related to pupillometry use

in the perioperative and ICU settings.

Role in combined regional GA

Pupillometry has also been used to assess the efficacy and

extent of regional blocks. In a study of patients under GA,

PRD was measured using tetanic stimulation at various

dermatomes to evaluate the level of blockade by thoracic

epidural anesthesia.24 That study showed the feasibility of

using PRD to guide thoracic epidural infusion to optimize

analgesia. In a study of children receiving sevoflurane

combined with regional blocks, failure of regional

anesthesia was found to be significantly associated with

rapidly increasing PD after skin incision.48 Pupillary reflex

dilatation has also been used to detect the level of sensory

block in children receiving GA with caudal epidural block

to assess effectiveness of epidural analgesia under GA.49

The sensory level was estimated in all subjects using the

PRD criteria of 0.2 mm increase from baseline. The authors

concluded that a PRD of 0.2 mm may be clinically useful

in children over two years of age, and better than

temperature differences measured using rapid response

infrared thermometry between the dermatomes under GA.

Another similar study used PRD to evaluate sciatic nerve

blocks.26 Sensory block significantly reduced PRD

compared with the non-blocked limb when a tetanic pain

stimulus was applied to both limbs. Change in

pupillometric parameters have also been shown to

positively correlate with the intensity of labour pain

measured by the NRS.50 In a study of pain assessment in

labouring women, PRD and PLRA were measured along

with concomitant recording of NRS. Increases in PD and

PLRA were noticed with labour contractions, correlating

well with self-reported pain in NRS. The pupillary changes

disappeared with epidural analgesia. Measurement of PD

without a noxious stimulus to quantify labour pain may be

possible because of the intermittent nature of labour pain

compared with constant post-surgical pain.51 Pupillary

oscillation (i.e., VCPD) has also been shown to better

correlate with patient-reported pain scores in labouring

women than PD measurements alone are.31

Postoperative pain management

Pupillometry has the potential to quantify postoperative

pain and guide opioid therapy, as the PPi (an index derived

from the PRD) has been shown to correlate with immediate

postoperative pain.28 One study of postoperative pain after

general surgical procedures (cholecystectomy, colonic

surgery, abdominal wall surgery, upper abdominal

surgery, and thyroidectomy) assessed 100 patients using a

five-point verbal rating scale, with morphine administered

if necessary; concomitant measurement of PRD was

performed before and after morphine administration.

Pupillary reflex dilatation was correlated with self-

reported pain scores and also reliably decreased after

morphine administration.52 During the immediate

postoperative period, PRD amplitude in response to a

constant pressure applied for a ten-second period close to

the edge of the skin incision correlated positively with pain

quantified by a verbal rating scale. In the same study,

morphine analgesia was associated with a decrease in PRD.

Thus, PRD may be a potential tool for facilitating

postoperative pain management, especially in non-

communicative patients. One caveat is that tetanic

stimulation to elicit PRD is painful if the patient is

awake, so could be used only in anesthetized or sedated

patients. Though trends in PRD could guide opioid therapy,

the clinical utility of the absolute PRD values in

quantifying nociception, especially in cases of constant

pain of trauma or cancer, is unclear.

Other pupillary parameters such as PD without a

standard noxious stimulus and PLRA have been studied

in the context of pain management in the postanesthesia

care unit (PACU) without promising results. In an

observational study of 103 patients who had surgery

under GA, PD was measured at baseline before GA and

also after PACU admission.53 Though PD at PACU

increased to about 40-80% greater than the baseline

value, the only factors that were significantly associated

with this increase were time from extubation and
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TABLE 2 Overview of literature related to pupillometry in ICU and perioperative settings

Authors Total
(n)

Patient
characteristics

Study description Main findings Conclusions

Lukaszewicz

et al.55

(2015)

37 ICU, unable to

communicate

verbally

Correlated different aspects of

the PLR with established

strategies for pain assessment

to evaluate the adequacy of

analgesia before surgical

dressing changes

Percentage variation in pupil

size ([ 19%) during dressing

change predicted the presence

of pain as determined by

behavioural pain scale score

[ 3 with 100% sensitivity

and 77% specificity.

In patients unable to

communicate verbally,

pupillometry may potentially

guide caregivers to adjust

analgesia before painful

procedures

Rouche et al.62

(2013)

31 ICU, sedated and

mechanically

ventilated

Pupillometry to evaluate the

depth of sedation by

comparing with BIS

Significant difference in Vmax

and DPD between the BIS\
40 group and 40 B BIS B 60

groups

Pupillometric video monitoring

of depth of sedation could be

beneficial in ICU

Paulus et al.56

(2013)

34 ICU, sedated and

mechanically

ventilated

PRD in predicting insufficient

analgesia before ET

suctioning of deeply sedated

mechanically ventilated ICU

patients by applying tetanic

stimulations

AUC for predicting insufficient

analgesia were 0.70, 0.78 and

0.85 with 10, 20, and 40 mA

tetanic stimulations

In deeply sedated mechanically

ventilated patients, a pupil

diameter variation C 5%

during a 20 mA tetanic

stimulation was highly

predictable of insufficient

analgesia during ET suction

Gaillard

et al.57

(2015)

41 ICU, sedated and

mechanically

ventilated

PRD in predicting insufficient

analgesia prior to nursing

care

AUC of PRD at different

stimulation levels did not

exceed 0.6

Pupillometry cannot predict

insufficient analgesia prior to

nursing care in surgical ICU

patients

Li et al.63

(2009)

48 ICU, sedated and

mechanically

ventilated

Cardiovascular, pupil

reactivity, and behavioural

responses between noxious

and non-noxious procedures

in sedated ICU patients.

Significant changes in heart

rate, pupil size, and BIS

occurred with the noxious

procedure but not with the

non-noxious procedure

Certain physiologic changes and

pupil size changes may be

useful as nociceptive

indicators in ICU settings

Wildemeersch

et al.64

(2018)

40 ICU, sedated and

mechanically

ventilated

Feasibility of PRD and

nociception flexion reflex for

pain evaluation

Feasible Both PRD and NFR may

improve individual

pharmacological treatment

and patient outcome

Sabourdin

et al.65

(2018)

12 Intraoperative

orthopedic

surgery

To determine whether at a

constant infusion of opioids,

the pupillary response was

influenced by depth of

hypnosis assessed by the BIS.

Pupillary dilatation was

significantly greater at BIS 55

than at BIS 25

In patients receiving a constant

infusion of remifentanil,

pupillary dilatation after a

standardized tetanic

stimulation was influenced by

depth of hypnosis assessed by

the BIS

Sabourdin

et al.66

(2017)

55 Intraoperative

gynecological

surgery

Impact of intraoperative

monitoring of PD on

perioperative opioid

consumption.

Remifentanil and cumulative

0-12-hr morphine

consumptions were markedly

decreased in the pupillometry

group.

Pupillometry can guide

intraoperative analgesia and

result in reduced

intraoperative remifentanil

consumption and

postoperative morphine

requirements.

Duceau et al.67

(2017)

32 Intraoperative

breast surgery

Feasibility of PRD to assess

analgesia in thoracic

dermatome after TPVB on

patients under general

anesthesia

The median PRD was 9% (4-

13%) on the TPVB side and

41% (27-66%) on the control

side. Linear correlation

between maximal

postoperative pain scores and

the PRD on the TPVB side

Effect of TPVB could be

monitored by PRD after

anterior chest wall stimulation

in the dermatome of interest.
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intraoperative opioid administration. The authors were not

able to show any association of PD with early

postoperative pain or pain relief.53 They postulated the

residual effect of intraoperative opioids and the lower level

of nociceptive stimulation in the PACU as the reasons for

their findings. Another cross-sectional study of 145

individuals reported no correlation between PACU pain

scores and PD or PLRA.54 The authors concluded that the

lower intensity and continuous nature of postoperative pain

(unlike the transient pain stimulus used to measure PRD),

residual effects of anesthetic agents and concurrent use of

medications including anticholinergics and anesthetics

could have contributed to their results, insisting on the

need for further research.54 In an observational study of

345 patients who received GA, the authors recorded

postoperative VAS along with pupillary parameters PD,

PLR, and VCPD.31 The ANI was also recorded, which is

derived from heart rate variability. The values range from 0

(maximal nociception) to 100 (maximal analgesia), to

reflect the balance between analgesia and nociception

during GA. The VCPD correlated more strongly with VAS

than with ANI, PD, or PLR. The authors concluded that

VCPD is a reliable tool to monitor pain in conscious

patients. As objective nociception monitors are most useful

in patients under anesthesia or sedation, and because

anesthetic agents impact pupillary oscillations, its

intraoperative application is questionable and requires

further study.

Intensive care unit applications of pupillometry

Another important application of pupillometry is

assessment of pain in critically ill, mechanically

ventilated patients who are often sedated or unconscious.

In 37 critically ill patients, the PLRA was found to

positively correlate with the behavioural pain scale score

following surgical dressing changes.55 A percentage

variation in pupil size [ 19% in response to light

predicted a behavioural pain score (BPS) [ 3 with a

100% sensitivity and 77% specificity. The authors

concluded that pupillometry might be used to guide pain

assessment and adjust analgesia before painful procedures.

In another study of deeply sedated and mechanically

TABLE 2 continued

Authors Total
(n)

Patient
characteristics

Study description Main findings Conclusions

Dualé et al.53

(2015)

103 PACU patients

who had

surgery under

GA

Evaluate if PD measured in

PACU influenced by pain in

conscious patients in the

early postoperative period

Factors influencing PD were

time since extubation and the

type of opioid (remifentanil,

sufentanil, or sufentanil at

high doses) administered

during surgery

Because of a residual effect of

intraoperative opioids and

lower level of nociceptive

stimulation in surgical

conditions, PD is not

significantly influenced by

early postoperative pain or

pain relief.

Kantor et al.54

(2014)

145 PACU patients

who had

surgery under

GA

Evaluate the association

between postoperative pain

(NRS) and PD or PLR

amplitude in PACU patients

No association was observed

between NRS changes and

pupillary diameter or PLRA

change

Acute postoperative pain is not

associated with PD or PLR

amplitude.

Charier et al.51

(2019)

345 PACU patients

who had

surgery under

GA

Comparison of ANI, PLR, and

VCPD at VAS scores C 4

postoperatively

VCPD correlates more strongly

with pain than ANI does. The

ability of VCPD to assess the

pain of patients (VAS C 4) is

strong and better than ANI

VCPD could be a useful tool for

monitoring pain in conscious

patients during the

postoperative period.

Neice et al.29

(2017)

37 PACU patients

post

ambulatory

surgery

Association between PUAL and

opioid efficacy, as measured

by changes in the NRS pain

scores of patients in the

PACU

Significant correlation between

PUAL and pain score

reduction with opioids

Pretreatment magnitude of

PUAL correlates with the

analgesic response to opioid

therapy, and patients with

higher PUAL change after

opioid administration have a

more beneficial analgesic

effect from opioids.

ANI = analgesia nociception index; AUC = area under curve; BIS = bispectral index; ET = endotracheal; GA = general anesthesia; ICU =

intensive care unit; mA = milliamp; NFR = nociceptive flexion reflex; NRS = numeric rating scale; PACU = postanesthesia care unit; PD = pupil

diameter; PRD = pupillary reflex dilatation; PLR = pupillary light reflex; PUAL = pupillary unrest under ambient light; TPVB = thoracic

paravertebral block; VAS = visual analogue scale; VCPD = variation coefficient of pupillary diameter; Vmax = maximal velocity.
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ventilated patients (n = 34), PRD in response to cutaneous

tetanic stimulation was found to be predictive of

insufficient analgesia for endotracheal suction.56 Thus,

pupillometry may be a non-invasive, rapid technique to

assess nociception in critically ill patients for opioid

titration. It also helps to ensure adequate analgesia before

performing painful procedures. In a proof of concept study

of 40 intubated and sedated ICU patients (20 brain injured

with either traumatic brain injury /stroke/ subarachnoid

hemorrhage [GCS between 7 and 13], and 20 non-brain

injured), the authors were able to accurately predict the

nociceptive response to endotracheal suctioning using

pupillometry performed prior to the suctioning.22 The

authors used a stepwise increase in 100 Hz tetanic skin

response to elicit a PRD. The PPi was determined by the

electrical intensity to increase the pupil size by C 13%.

A PPi less than 4 predicted no nociceptive response to

suctioning with an 88% sensitivity and 79% specificity. In

a similar study in 170 intubated critically ill patients, the

PPi was measured prior to nursing interventions. The

nursing interventions were classified as painful (BPS[ 5)

or non-painful (BPS B 5) and correlation with PPi was

studied. The PPi was not able to discriminate between

painful and non-painful nursing interventions.57

In the ICU, PLR can also be valuable in monitoring

brainstem function (especially midbrain function) after

cardiac resuscitation, neurotrauma, stroke etc.8,21

Importantly, the pupillary reflex is a brainstem function

test that is unaffected by neuromuscular blockers.40

Pupillometer and non-nociceptive central opioid effects

Opioids cause miosis by blocking the neurons that inhibit

EW neurons.33 In ten healthy volunteers, pupillary effects

of morphine, codeine, and tramadol were studied.58

Morphine and codeine administration resulted in 26%

decrease in pupil diameter. Miosis after tramadol

administration was delayed up to 150 min after

administration. The authors concluded that measurement

of pupil diameter may have a place in monitoring the

central effects of opioids.33

Patients vary greatly in their response to opioid therapy,

so vary in their susceptibility to opioid-induced adverse

effects such as respiratory depression. Accordingly, the

typical opioid dosing used in clinical practice (based on

factors such as body weight, age, and surgery type) is more

of a trial-and-error approach. This variability is in part due

to genetic factors that affect both pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics, although other factors such as

previous opioid treatment or abuse may also play a role.

This variable response to opioids has been correlated

with quantitative pupillometry readings and has been

widely studied (especially with tramadol). Tramadol is a

synthetic opioid, and its active metabolite has a higher

affinity for l opioid receptors than the parent drug. In

addition, it has norepinephrine and serotonin reuptake

inhibiting properties. Accordingly, miosis following

tramadol administration occurs late—indicating the action

of the active metabolite. This is the predominant response

in extensive metabolizers (individuals with normal

tramadol metabolism). Poor metabolizers show a lower

magnitude of pupillary response attributed to the non-

opioid effects of tramadol.59 Pupillary dilatation was even

observed in a few poor metabolizers.60

Measurments of PUAL prior to opioid therapy have

been correlated to opioid responsiveness. It has been shown

that the greater the baseline PUAL, the greater the opioid

responsiveness is. The magnitude of PUAL decrease with

opioid therapy has also been shown to correlate with the

degree of opioid pain relief.29 A case report described a

patient receiving perioperative opioid therapy with

inadequate pain relief but with significant opioid adverse

effects.30 The PUAL was significantly depressed predicting

decreased opioid response. Eventually, the patient

responded to other analgesic modalities.30 This signifies

that patients can experience major opioid adverse effects

with inadequate analgesia, and a decrease in PUAL in

response to opioids may not always correlate with opioid

analgesia. The PUAL is also depressed during GA, which

might confound its use intraoperatively.

Limitations of pupillometry

Despite the many potential clinical applications,

pupillometry does have some limitations. Conditions such

as cataracts, prosthetic eye, periorbital edema, as well as

facial or ocular injuries could limit the usefulness of

pupillometry.61 Drugs such as anticholinesterases and

dopamine receptor blockers can potentially influence

pupillary measurements. Even though pupillometry is

relatively simple, it is associated with practical

difficulties that could hinder application in everyday

practice. Ambient light has a significant influence on

pupillary measures. Accordingly, the eyes must be shielded

from external light before performing pupillometry. This

could be difficult to achieve in the operating room setting.

Pupillometry cannot be used for continuous monitoring of

nociception/analgesia. Intermittent, repeated access to the

eyes under the surgical drapes might be challenging and

cumbersome in some cases and impossible in others, such

as posterior spinal fusion (where the patient is prone).

Because of this, it is be hard to use pupillometry to

proactively identify and treat pain during painful surgical

events. Measurement of PRD requires a standardized
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noxious stimulus, which is usually a tetanic stimulation.

This could be very painful in awake patients, so can only

be used in anesthetized, sedated patients and unconscious

ICU patients.

Summary and conclusions

A number of pupillometric parameters have been studied in

the context of quantifying nociception as well as anti-

nociception (e.g., from opioid administration). Most of

them measure the balance between sympathetic and

parasympathetic influences on pupillary dynamics. The

parameters include pupillary diameter, PLR, PRD, PUAL,

and VCPD. The pupil dilates in response to acute pain

stimulus, but this response eventually fades with constant

unrelenting pain. Moreover, PD per se does not correlate

well with patient-reported pain scores.31 Opioids and

ambient light can significantly influence PD. As PRD it

is not influenced by anesthetic agents, it is especially useful

intraoperatively to monitor the central nervous system

opioid effect. It could also be used to assess the level of

regional block using a tetanic skin stimulus. The PPi, a

PRD derivative, has similar pros and cons; it needs a light

stimulus and is strongly influenced by ambient light and

baseline pupil diameter. Opioids do not influence PLRA

normalized to pupil size; however, correlation of PLRA to

nociception is weak. Inhaled and intravenous anesthetics

depress PLRA, rendering its intraoperative use less

feasible. Measures of pupillary oscillation such as PUAL

and VCPD do not require a tetanic skin stimulus or a light

stimulus. They correlate with opioid effects and patient-

reported pain scores, but are also suppressed by anesthesia

and thus their intraoperative use may be questionable.

The accurate interpretation of each of the pupillometric

indices is somewhat controversial, principally because the

mechanism behind each index is not fully understood. A

common underlying denominator in all pupil dynamics,

and thus the pupillometric indices, is the alteration in

sympathetic-parasympathetic balance in response to

nociception as well as the interventions to mitigate it.

The central nervous system effects of opioids can directly

impact some of the pupillary parameters (PRD,

oscillations; but not PLR) through its action on the EW

nucleus. Nevertheless, this may not always be the case (as

seen in studies where PRD is used in conjunction with

regional blocks). In summary, the jury is still out on what

the best pupillary parameter is to pursue in context of

nociception and its appropriate interpretation. There is a

need for further adequately powered prospective studies.

With sufficient robust evidence, pupillometry could

potentially be used to personalize perioperative pain

management and thus tailor opioid therapy at the bedside.
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